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QUESTION 1 
At which stage of the kill chain will an attacker use tools, such as nmap, ARIN, and banner 
grabbing, on the targeted organization's network? 
 

A. Exploitation 

B. Reconnaissance 

C. Lateral movement 

D. Weaponization 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
FortiGate root VDOM is authorized and configured to send suspicious files to FortiSandbox for 
inspection. The administrator creates a new VDOM, and then generates some traffic so that the 
new VDOM sends a file to FortiSandbox for the first time. 
 
Which of the following is true regarding this scenario? 
 

A. FortiSandbox will accept the file, but not inspect it until the administrator manually configures the 
new VDOM on FortiSandbox. 

B. FortiSandbox will inspect all files based on the root VDOM authorization state and configuration. 

C. FortiSandbox will accept the file, but not inspect it until the administrator manually authorizes the 
new VDOM on FortiSandbox. 

D. By default, FortiSandbox will autoauthorize the new VDOM, and inspect files as they are 
received. 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Which of the kill chain stages does Fortinet's advanced threat protection solution block? (Choose 
three.) 
 

A. Command and control 

B. Delivery 

C. Reconnaissance 

D. Lateral movement 

E. Weaponization 

 
Answer: ABD 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
An administrator has already configured the domain A.com on FortiMail and authorized it for 
sample submission on FortiSandbox. The administrator needs to add a second domain, B.com, to 
FortiMail. How will FortiSandbox handle sample submissions from this new domain? 
 

A. By default, FortiSandbox will auto-authorize the new domain, and inspect submissions as they 
are received. 

B. FortiSandbox will accept the submissions, but not inspect it until the administrator manually 
configures the new domain on FortiSandbox. 

C. FortiSandbox will inspect all submissions based on the A.com domain's authorization state and 
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configuration. 

D. FortiSandbox will accept the submissions, but not inspect it until the administrator manually 
authorizes the new domain on FortiSandbox. 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Examine the System Information widget shown in the exhibit, then answer the following question: 
 

 
 
Which of the following inspections will FortiSandbox perform on samples submitted for 
sandboxing? (Choose two.) 
 

A. URL rating on FQDN seen in DNS requests 

B. IP reputation check on callback connections 

C. Antivirus inspection on downloaded files 

D. URL rating on HTTP GET requests 

 
Answer: AD 
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